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Abstract
This is a survey on searching with errors, considered in the framework of two-person
games. The Responder thinks of an object in the search space, and the Questioner has to
#nd it by asking questions to which the Responder provides answers, some of which are er-
roneous. We give a taxonomy of such games, depending on the type of questions allowed, on
the degree of interactivity between the players, and on the imposed limitations on errors. We
survey the existing results concerning such games, concentrating on the issue of optimizing the
Questioner’s querying strategy, and pointing out open problems. We show the relations between
searching games with errors and problems concerning communication through a noisy channel
and error-correcting codes. Finally, we discuss other search and computation problems with faulty
feedback which are related to searching with errors. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Codes, noisy channels, and the Renyi--Ulam game
One of the most important applications of fault-tolerance concerns two-party
communication through a noisy channel. The two communicating agents, the sender
and the receiver agree a priori on a set of M messages (binary sequences). The
sender sends one of these messages through a noisy channel. During the transmis-
sion some of the bits of the message may get distorted, and the receiver (sometimes)
gets a corrupted message. His task is to recover the message sent by the sender.
This task is clearly impossible to achieve if the message can be distorted arbitrar-
ily. However, in practice, only a small part of the message is corrupted due to the
“noise” in the communication channel. Hence it is reasonable to assume some lim-
itation on the possible distortion, such as an upper bound on the number of cor-
rupted bits, or a probability that a given bit is changed. This yields the problem
of #nding a coding of the M messages, such that in spite of any distortion within
the supposed limits, the receiver is always able to recover the original message.
A classic limitation on the amount of distortion is assuming that at most e bits
can be changed during the transmission but these errors can occur in arbitrary
places.
A set C of M binary sequences of length n is called an e-error-correcting code
of size M and length n, if, whenever the sender sends a sequence s∈C through
the channel, and at most e of its bits are changed, resulting in a sequence s′, the
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receiver can always compute correctly the sequence s from the obtained sequence
s′. Elements of C are called words of the code.
Moreover, the length n of a code should be as small as possible, because the length
of a code increases the cost of its use. Hence the fundamental problem of the theory
of error-correcting codes is
Given positive integers M and e, #nd the shortest e-error-correcting code of
size M .
It is well known that the error-correcting capacity of a code depends on the
minimum Hamming distance between its words, where the Hamming distance
between two sequences is the number of positions where they diLer. More precisely,
a code is e-error-correcting if and only if this minimum distance is 2e + 1. For
such codes, the decoding strategy of the receiver is simply to compute the word of
the code closest (in the sense of Hamming distance) to the received
sequence s′.
In view of this characterization, the fundamental problem of coding theory has the
following equivalent purely combinatorial, and more widely used formulation:
Given positive integers n and d, #nd the largest set C of binary sequences of
length n with minimum Hamming distance d.
The above way of modeling noisy communication goes back to Shannon [110]
and Hamming [45]. It assumes that the sender does not get any feedback from the
receiver, and consequently the sender does not get any advantage from delaying the
computation of consecutive bits of the message: all bits of the message may be
computed a priori, before the #rst bit is sent. Berlekamp [17], Dobrushin [39] and
Shannon [111] considered a diLerent communication setting, where the noisy channel
through which the sender sends messages to the receiver, has a companion noise-
less delayless feedback channel. The receiver can send some feedback information to
the sender through this feedback channel. It is assumed that the sender gets feed-
back on a given bit before sending the next bit, and that feedback is never dis-
torted. Such asymmetry in the characteristics of the two channels can be explained
if the transmission powers of the sender and the receiver are not equal. For exam-
ple, if the sender is located in a space-ship and the receiver at the base on Earth,
the transmitter of the sender is usually much weaker than that of the receiver, and
consequently the likelihood of distortion of messages sent by the receiver may
be negligible, while that of messages sent by the sender may be quite
signi#cant.
The existence of the noiseless delayless feedback channel permits to organize com-
munication in an interactive way: the sender may send a bit, wait for the feedback,
compute the next bit of the message on the basis of this feedback, and so on. Again,
imposing some limitations on the amount of distortion caused by the noisy channel, it
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is important to #nd ePcient (interactive) coding strategies which permit the receiver
to recover the original message if the limits of distortion are not exceeded. Now the
length (number of bits) of the messages sent by the sender may diLer, depending on
the feedback he=she receives. The length of a coding strategy is the worst-case number
of bits used by the sender. In particular, assuming that at most e bits are distorted per
message, we de#ne an adaptive e-error correcting code as a strategy which permits
the receiver to recover the original message, provided that at most e bits are corrupted.
Similarly as before, we may now ask the fundamental question of what could be called
adaptive e-error-correcting code theory:
Given positive integers M and e, #nd the shortest adaptive e-error-correcting code
of size M .
These two fault-tolerant communication problems have a close game-theoretic counter-
part, #rst proposed (to the best of our knowledge) by R;enyi [105]:
Two players are playing the game, let us call them A and B. A thinks of something
and B must guess it. B can ask questions which can be answered by ‘yes’ or
‘no’ and he must #nd out of what A had thought from the answers. (...) it is
better to suppose that a given percentage of the answers are wrong (because A
misunderstands the question or does not know certain facts).
A similar game was later proposed by Ulam [117]:
Someone thinks of a number between one and one million (which is just less
than 220). Another person is allowed to ask up to twenty questions, to each of
which the #rst person is supposed to answer only yes or no. Obviously the number
can be guessed by asking #rst: is the number in the #rst half-million? and then
again reduce the reservoir of numbers in the next question by one-half, and so
on. Finally the number is obtained in less than log2 1 000 000. Now suppose one
were allowed to lie once or twice, then how many questions would one need to
get the right answer?
Both above games are variations of binary search with lies (errors). In the #rst one
a probability of erroneous answer is assumed, and in the second—the number of lies
is upper bounded by 1 or 2. To see how these games are connected to noisy trans-
missions, consider a searching strategy in a search space of size M , with some lim-
itation on errors in answers (e.g., given probability of error, or given upper bound
on the number of errors). Suppose that this strategy guarantees that the searching
player (called Questioner) always #nds the unknown object chosen by the respond-
ing player (called Responder) in at most n queries, provided that the limitation on
errors is respected. Identify the Questioner with the receiver and the Responder with
the sender in Berlekamp’s communication setting involving a noisy channel with noise-
less delayless feedback. Let the unknown element of the search space be the
message that the sender (Responder) wants to send. Suppose that the questions in
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a particular run of the game are asked (according to the strategy) through the noise-
less feedback channel, while answers yes or no, corresponding to bits 1 or 0, are sent
through the noisy channel. The properties of the strategy guarantee that the receiver
identi#es the unknown object (i.e., the message sent by the sender) after getting at
most n bits from him=her. Hence a searching strategy always succeeding in at most
n queries yields an adaptive code of length n with the same error-correcting capabil-
ity. Conversely, an adaptive e-error-correcting code of size M and length n yields a
searching strategy that guarantees #nding an unknown object in a search space of size
M , using at most n questions, provided that the number of erroneous answers does
not exceed e. An analogous observation is true for other limitations on errors, e.g.,
random ones.
It should be noted that it is not necessary to send (through the feedback channel)
the actual questions determined by the searching strategy. Since both the sender and
the receiver know the searching strategy, it is enough for the receiver to send back
in each round the received (possibly corrupted) bit. Since the feedback channel is
noiseless, the sender will learn what answer to the previous question the receiver got,
and hence he=she will be able to compute what question the receiver should ask at this
point, according to the strategy. The sender’s next bit is the answer to this question,
and so on.
Note that in the particular case when the limitation on errors is a #xed upper bound
e on the number of corrupted bits, Berlekamp’s model involving a noisy channel with
noiseless feedback is equivalent to a weaker model in which the feedback channel is
also noisy. Indeed, any strategy for the stronger model (allowing up to e corrupted
bits one way, and assuming that all feedback transmissions are perfect) works also
in the weaker model allowing a total of up to e corrupted bits in transmissions in
both directions. However, for other types of limitations on errors, such as imposing
a given probability of error for every transmitted bit, this equivalence does not hold
anymore.
We have seen that the fundamental problem concerning adaptive e-error-correcting
codes is equivalent to #nding optimal searching strategies in the (adaptive) searching
game with at most e errors (lies) in answers. Similarly, the fundamental problem of
the theory of (nonadaptive) e-error-correcting codes is equivalent to #nding optimal
strategies in the nonadaptive version of this game, where all questions should be asked
in one batch, without waiting for answers, then all answers collected, and the unknown
object identi#ed.
In the remainder of this paper we will study the game-theoretic formulation of the
above problems, the described equivalences with fault-tolerant communication serving
as one of the motivations for this study. Searching with errors has other practical
applications, the following of which were among those given by R;enyi [105].
• The search space is the set of components of a complex mechanism, one of which is
faulty. Questions are tests of subsets of the components, revealing if the faulty one
is among them. However, due to imperfections of the tests setup or of the measuring
instruments, some test results are erroneous.
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• The search space is the set of illnesses that a patient may have. In order to make a
diagnosis, the doctor examines the patient in diLerent ways, each examination or test
answering the question if the patient’s illness is in a given subset of possibilities. Due
to possible errors in laboratory tests or to ambiguity of symptoms, some examinations
are misleading.
We conclude this introductory section with some historic remarks. The #rst one con-
cerns the name of searching games with errors, which are the main subject of our
survey. As said above, such a game seems to have been de#ned for the #rst time by
R;enyi in the paper [105] published in 1961. In the formulation from [105] errors were
assumed random. In a later paper [106] published in 1976 in Hungarian (i.e., at the
same time as Ulam’s biography [117]) but translated to English only in 1984, R;enyi
reformulated and generalized the de#nition saying that “the one who answers is allowed
to lie a certain number of times”. As mentioned above, Ulam’s formulation in [117]
referred to lying “once or twice”. Thus it seems obvious that searching games with
errors were introduced independently by R;enyi and Ulam, R;enyi being #rst, chrono-
logically and alphabetically. However, in many papers published in the late eighties
and in the nineties, e.g., [32, 44, 61, 66, 71, 73, 84, 85, 91] the game was called “Ulam’s
game” and the related problem “Ulam’s problem”. In most of the literature on search-
ing games with errors, R;enyi’s papers [105, 106] are not even cited: the authors were
apparently unaware of their existence and cited only [117] as the source of the game-
theoretic formulation. The author of this survey must regretfully admit his ignorance of
R;enyi’s contribution in this matter at the time of writing [29–32, 89–92, 94–97]. The
#rst to acknowledge R;enyi’s de#nition were Cicalese and Vaccaro [26] and Cicalese
[19]. They quoted [106] but not [105], and proposed the name “R;enyi–Ulam game”. In
later papers [22–25, 27] the phrase “Ulam–R;enyi game” was used. We adopt the term
“R;enyi–Ulam games”, originally proposed in [26, 19], to denote all searching games
with errors, regardless of constraints on lies and other variations. We feel that this term
reSects both the apparent independence of both formulations and R;enyi’s chronological
and alphabetic precedence.
The second issue concerns the terms “errors” and “lies”. In [105] R;enyi seems to
hint at the #rst, citing practical examples where distortions are unintentional. In [106]
he uses the term “lies” similarly as Ulam in [117]. In most of the literature these terms
are used as synonyms, and we will follow this tradition. Nevertheless we note that,
since the word “error” suggests lack of intention and the word “lie” its presence, in
practical applications the #rst term is usually more appropriate. It is hard to give a
practical example of the game where lies are intentional, apart from war-time situations
when an enemy tries to maliciously interfere with communication.
The #nal historic remark concerns the second part of the title of the present survey:
we announce “#fty years of coping with liars”. This is justi#ed by the fact that the #rst
papers of Shannon [110] and Hamming [45] on error-correcting codes appeared in 1948
and 1950, respectively. Von Neumann’s [118] pioneering research on relations between
probabilistic logic and systems reliability should also be quoted in this context. Most
of the papers on related issues, published in the #fties, sixties and seventies, deal with
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e-error-correcting codes (see the large bibliography in [67]). We will not survey this
part of the literature, #rst because there are excellent and comprehensive books on this
#eld, such as [67], and second because, from the game-theoretic point of view, error-
correcting codes are of only marginal interest. While formally they are equivalent to
a nonadaptive version of R;enyi–Ulam game with at most e errors, this version can be
hardly even called a game as it has only three moves: the Questioner asks all questions,
the Responder gives all answers, and the Questioner #nds the unknown number. As
for the adaptive version of the game, apart from the early papers [17, 105, 106], and
Ulam’s autobiography [117], most of the literature on this subject appeared in the
eighties and nineties, and mostly these papers will be discussed in the present survey.
2. The taxonomy of Renyi--Ulam games
The general de#nition of a R;enyi–Ulam game is that of a game between two
players, the Questioner and the Responder, in which, before starting to play, both
players agree on:
1. a set of objects, called the search space, and the number n of questions,
2. some limitation on the way the Responder is allowed to lie,
3. the format of questions,
4. the degree of interactivity between players.
The Responder thinks of an object in the search space, unknown to the Questioner.
Then the Questioner asks questions and the Responder gives answers, according to the
agreed rules. The Questioner wins the game if he=she identi#es the unknown object,
after n questions and answers. Otherwise the Responder wins. The Questioner has a
winning strategy of length n if he=she can always win the game in at most n questions,
regardless of the Responder’s behavior (as long as it does not violate the agreed rules).
Since the game depends only on the size of the search space, and not on the nature
of its elements, we will always denote this size by M , and assume that the search
space is the set {0; : : : ; M − 1}.
Various ways of specifying items 2–4 in the above de#nition provide numerous
possible sets of rules giving descriptions of particular R;enyi–Ulam games. Many com-
binations of these rules have been proposed and investigated in the literature, and will
be surveyed in the sequel. Below we describe the possible variations of each of these
rules. The respective papers using a particular set of rules will be cited later, when the
results under various scenarios are discussed.
The #rst rule to be #xed is the type of limitation on the way the Responder may
lie. Clearly, some such limitation has to be imposed because answers in which the
Responder may lie arbitrarily do not provide the Questioner with any information and
are therefore useless. The limitations used in the literature are the following:
• a #xed upper bound on the number of lies: the Responder can lie at most e times
during the entire game, where e is a #xed positive integer.
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• an upper bound on the fraction of lies: if the entire game lasts n questions, the
Responder can lie at most pn times, where p¡1 is #xed.
• an upper bound on the fraction of lies in any initial segment: in any initial segment
of #rst m answers the Responder can lie at most pm times, where p¡1 is #xed.
• an upper bound on the number of lies in any segment of given #xed length: in any
segment of m consecutive answers, where m¿1 is #xed, the Responder can lie at
most e times, where e is a #xed positive integer.
• random lies: before each answer the Responder tosses a coin with heads probability
p¡1=2 and lies, if and only if the result is heads.
• arbitrary sets of lie patterns: in a game of n questions, a lie pattern is a binary
sequence of length n. The Responder lies according to a lie pattern s if he=she lies
in answer i, if and only if s(i)= 1. Before the game, both players agree on a set
S of lie patterns, then the Responder chooses a lie pattern s∈ S, unknown to the
Questioner, and lies according to this pattern.
• half-lies: the number of lies is at most e during the entire game but only answers
“no” can be erroneous, all answers “yes” are guaranteed to be correct.
The second rule to be speci#ed concerns the format of admissible questions. The
basic format is arbitrary yes–no questions, i.e., questions of the type x∈A?, where
A is an arbitrary subset of the search space. This format was originally proposed
by R;enyi and Ulam. However, this was both generalized and restricted in various
papers:
• arbitrary q-ary questions, for #xed q¿1: the questions are of the form “To which of
the sets A1; : : : ; Aq the unknown object belongs?”, where A1; : : : ; Aq is any partition
of the search space. For q=2 these are arbitrary yes–no questions.
• comparison questions: questions of the type “x¡a?”, where a is any element of the
search space {1; : : : ; M}.
• interval (resp. bi-interval) questions: questions of the form “Is x in the interval
[a; b]?” (resp. “Is x in the set [a; b]∪ [c; d]?”), where a¡b and c¡d.
• questions of restricted size: questions of the type “x∈A?”, where the size of A
cannot exceed a given upper bound k.
• pre#x questions: questions of the type “Does the binary representation of x have
pre#x s?”, where s is a binary sequence.
• variable-cost questions: the Questioner is charged depending on the question, and
has a restricted budget.
• nonrepetitive questions: arbitrary yes–no questions which cannot be repeated.
The last thing the players have to agree upon before starting to play is the amount
of interactivity between them.
• fully adaptive game: the Questioner learns the answer to each question before asking
the next question.
• k-batch game: the Questioner asks questions in k batches (series), where k is a
#xed positive integer. After each batch he=she gets the answers to all questions in
the batch and then prepares the next batch of questions.
• nonadaptive game: this is a 1-batch game.
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• delays and time-outs: the players agree on two integers c; d¿0. Up to c answers
may be lost (the Responder may not answer up to c questions), and the Questioner
has to ask one question at each time unit but receives an answer to a question d
time units after asking it.
Many combinations of these rules were adopted by various authors (although not all
196 possibilities were considered). In the rest of this paper we will review the existing
results concerning thus obtained variants of R;enyi–Ulam games, and see how changes
of rules inSuence diLerences in solutions of the main underlying problem, which is to
#nd a shortest searching strategy for a given game.
3. Binary search with a !xed number of errors
In this section we consider the class of R;enyi–Ulam games to which most of the
papers in the literature of this domain were devoted: games using only yes–no queries
(arbitrary or restricted) and imposing a #xed upper bound e on the number of allowed
lies in all answers. The main tools for the analysis of these games, subsequently used
by many authors, are due to Berlekamp [17]. Below we describe these tools and sketch
the way they are used.
At any stage of the game the state of the game is a sequence (x0; x1; : : : ; xe) of
integers, such that xi, for i=0; 1; : : : ; e is the number of elements of the search space
that falsify exactly i previous answers. The kth volume of a state (x0; x1; : : : ; xe) is the
number
Vk(x0; x1; : : : ; xe) =
e∑
i=0
xi
e−i∑
j=0
(
k
j
)
:
Every question “Does the unknown number belong to the subset A of the search space?”
asked in a state (x0; x1; : : : ; xe) of the game can be coded as a sequence (u0; u1; : : : ; ue),
where ui is the number of elements of A that falsify exactly i previous answers. (Notice
that, since the entire run of the game is invariant under permutations of the search
space, we can describe states and questions in terms of sequences of integers, rather
than sequences of subsets of the search space.) Consider a question (u0; u1; : : : ; ue)
asked in the state (x0; x1; : : : ; xe). Let vi = xi − ui. The answer “yes” (resp. “no”) to
this question yields state (u0; u1 + v0; : : : ; ue + ve−1), called the yes-state (resp. state
(v0; v1 + u0; : : : ; ve + ue−1), called the no-state). Berlekamp [17] proved the following
volume conservation law: if Uy and Uz are the yes-state and the no-state resulting from a
state Ux after any question then Vk( Ux)=Vk−1( Uy) + Vk−1(Uz). Since the initial state of the
game is (M; 0; : : : ; 0), and the Questioner wins the game exactly in states (x0; x1; : : : ; xe)
for which
∑e
i=0 xi =1, the volume conservation law implies the following volume
bound [17]: if the Questioner has a winning strategy of length n then M
∑e
i=0 (
n
i )62
n.
Notice that the above formula is the same as in the sphere-packing bound due to
Hamming [45] but Berlekamp’s result is a strengthening of the sphere-packing bound,
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as it gives the same lower bound on the length of e-error-correcting codes in the more
general adaptive situation.
The volume conservation law indicates what should be the method to produce a
shortest possible Questioner’s strategy. In every state of the game the Questioner should
ask a question resulting in splitting the volume of the state as evenly as possible.
It is easy to check that if all terms of the state (x0; x1; : : : ; xe) are even then the
question (x0=2; x1=2; : : : ; xe=2) splits the n-th volume of (x0; x1; : : : ; xe) into exact halves,
regardless of n. The diPculty of designing good questioning strategies comes from the
fact that eventually some terms in the resulting states are odd. (Even for M=2r , after
r halving questions we get a state with the #rst term 1.) Since terms in the beginning
of the sequence representing a state are “heavy” (each unit contributes a large amount
to the volume), even a diLerence of one unit between respective terms in the yes-state
and the no-state creates a large diLerence in volumes. This is the situation when a
state with odd initial terms has to be split. The above mentioned diLerence of volumes
usually has to be compensated by unbalanced splitting of “less signi#cant” terms of the
state (those with larger indices). Computing the best question in every state becomes
therefore a diPcult task, particularly for larger values of e. This task is even harder
when additional restrictions are imposed on allowed questions.
3.1. Arbitrary questions
We #rst consider R;enyi–Ulam games in which arbitrary yes–no questions are permit-
ted, i.e., games in which the Questioner can ask “Does the unknown number belong
to the subset A of the search space?”, for any A⊆{0; : : : ; M − 1}. Using the terms
introduced above this means that in state (x0; x1; : : : ; xe) every question (u0; u1; : : : ; ue),
where ui6xi, is allowed.
3.1.1. Fully adaptive search
As explained in Section 1, fully adaptive binary search with arbitrary questions and a
#xed upper bound on the number of lies corresponds to communication through a noisy
channel with noiseless delayless feedback, where we assume that at most e errors can
be made during the entire transmission. This application, together with the fact that
this was the precise setting proposed by Ulam [117], are probably the reasons why
so many papers were devoted to this variation of R;enyi–Ulam game.
We start with the exact results concerning the minimum length of the Questioner’s
strategy in the case when e is a small positive integer. The #rst such result was obtained
by Pelc [91]. He proved that the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy, for e=1,
is min{n: M (n+1)62n} if M is even, and min{n: M (n+1)+(n−1)62n}, if M is odd.
He also gave an optimal questioning algorithm for arbitrary size M of the search space.
In particular, this implies that whenever M is even, Berlekamp’s volume bound can be
achieved for e=1. For the value M=1000 000, speci#cally mentioned by Ulam [117],
this gives 25 questions in the worst case. The result from [91] also showed for the
#rst time the diLerence in ePciency between adaptive and nonadaptive searching with
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lies. For 1 lie, the smallest search space for which this diLerence appears is M=21:
adaptive search can be done using 8 questions but the shortest 1-error-correcting code
of size 21 is known to have length 9 (see [67]), and consequently this is the minimum
length of the Questioner’s nonadaptive strategy for M=21.
The case e=2 is more complicated, and was gradually solved in three consecutive
papers. Czyzowicz, Mundici and Pelc [31] proved that the minimum length of the
Questioner’s strategy, for M=1000 000 or for M=220, is 29. In a subsequent paper
[32] the same authors solved the problem for all values of M which are powers of 2.
It turns out that if M=2m, for any m =2, then the volume bound can be achieved, i.e.,
the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy is min{n: n2 + n+ 162m−n+1}. For
the particular case m=2, the volume bound cannot be achieved: for a 4-element search
space the corresponding lower bound is 7 but the minimum number of questions is 8.
The problem of searching with at most two lies was completely solved by Guzicki [44].
He proved that, for any M , the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy is either
equal to the volume bound or exceeds it by 1. He also characterized values of M for
which the volume bound is achieved. The characterization depends on the remainder
in division by 4 of M and of the value given by the volume bound.
The case e=3 is the largest number of lies for which the R;enyi–Ulam problem
is solved for an arbitrary size M of the search space. Again the problem was solved
gradually in four consecutive papers. Hill and Karim [48] and Negro and Sereno [84]
showed independently that if M=1000 000 or M=220, the minimum length of the
Questioner’s strategy corresponds to the volume bound for these numbers, i.e., it is 33.
In [85] Negro and Sereno solved the problem for all values of M which are powers
of 2. It turns out that if M=2m, for any m =2; 3; 5, then the volume bound can be
achieved, and for the exceptional values 2, 3, 5, the minimum length of the Questioner’s
strategy exceeds the volume bound by 1. The problem of searching with at most three
lies was completely solved by Deppe [35]. He showed that, for any M , the minimum
length of the Questioner’s strategy is either equal to the volume bound, or exceeds
it by 1, or by 2. He also characterized values of M corresponding to each situation.
(In fact, the length of the strategy exceeds the volume bound by at most 1, for all M
except 3 and 5.) The fact that the volume bound is exceeded by at most one, apart
from exceptional cases, has been previously showed by Auletta et al. [11], although
they missed the exception M=5.
For larger values of e, the exact results concerning the minimum length of the Ques-
tioner’s strategy are valid only for special values of M . For e=4, Auletta et al. [12]
and Hill and Karim [48] showed independently that, if M=220, the minimum length
of the Questioner’s strategy is equal to the volume bound, which is 37. Hill et al.
[49] solved the R;enyi–Ulam problem for all e, when the size of the search space
is M=1000 000 or M=220. They showed that for e¿9 the minimum length of the
Questioner’s strategy is 3e + 26 in both cases, and found the missing values of this
length for smaller e. For e=5; 6; 7; 8, the number of questions is, respectively, 40, 43,
46, 50, if M=220. For e=4; 5; 6; 7; 8, the number of questions is, respectively, 36,
40, 43, 46, 49, if M=1000 000. The value 49 for e=8 and M=1000 000 is due to
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DesJardins [37]. Hill [47] reported results of Hill and Karim on the minimum length of
the Questioner’s strategy for M=2i, where i¡20, and for arbitrary e. He determined
the exact length of this strategy, except for the cases i=14 and i=19, where a gap of
1 remained. The exact length for i=14 was later found by Cicalese and Vaccaro [27].
Spencer [113] proved a general result showing that the possibility of winning the
R;enyi–Ulam game by the Questioner in a given number of questions (moves) depends
on his ability of making e #rst “good” moves. Spencer [113] considered games with
exactly n questions. He introduced the following de#nition: the Questioner can survive
e moves in an n-move game, if after e questions the state (x0; x1; : : : ; xe) of the game
has the property Vn−e(x0; x1; : : : ; xe)62n−e, regardless of the answers. He proved that
for n suPciently large, and for every size M of the search space, the Questioner wins
the n-move game, if and only if, he/she can survive e moves. In particular, if M=2m,
for m¿e, then the Questioner can survive e moves in an n-move game, where n
corresponds to the volume bound: this follows from the fact that in the #rst e questions
all terms of the current state can be split exactly in halves, in this case. Consequently,
Spencer’s result implies that for all but #nitely many m, the minimum length of the
Questioner’s strategy in the game with search space of size M=2m corresponds to the
volume bound.
On the experimental side, Lawler and Sarkissian [61] gave a simple suboptimal
questioning strategy for the R;enyi–Ulam game with arbitrary e and M , and conducted
tests showing how this heuristic performs. An improved heuristic was proposed by
Cicalese and Vaccaro [27] who also conducted experimental tests showing that their
strategy is optimal for any M=2m, where m616, and any e69. It is interesting to
note in this context the following asymptotic result due to Berlekamp [17]: #x the size
M of the search space and denote by n(M; e) the minimum length of the Questioner’s
strategy. Then n(M; e)=e→ 3, as e→∞. Thus, for a #xed M and large e, the Questioner
must ask approximately 3e questions (cf. the number 3e + 26, when M=1000 000).
3.1.2. Restrictions on adaptability
Restricting adaptability of the R;enyi–Ulam game may be important in many practical
applications. If the communicating agents are far apart in space, waiting for feedback
after sending every bit considerably increasing time of communication. Likewise, if,
e.g., a series of medical tests are conducted, it may be desirable to perform many tests
in parallel without waiting for the results, in order to accelerate the diagnostic process.
In such cases we would like to ask questions in the corresponding R;enyi–Ulam game
in as few batches as possible, and seek results only after each batch, in order to prepare
the subsequent one.
The most extreme restriction on adaptability of the game is the case, already men-
tioned in Section 1, when the game is nonadaptive, i.e., when all questions have to be
asked in a single batch, without waiting for answers, then all answers collected, and
the unknown number revealed. As observed above, this scenario is equivalent to that
of error-correcting codes, and thus we do not survey it, referring the reader to [67].
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We only mention two important diLerences between the fully adaptive and the fully
nonadaptive games. First, already for the case of one lie, the minimum lengths of the
Questioner’s strategy diLer under these scenarios: as mentioned above, the smallest size
of the search space for which this happens, is M=21. (On the other hand, Niven [86]
observed that, in the case of one lie, this diLerence is at most 1, for any M .) Second,
the knowledge about this minimum length is much less complete in the nonadaptive
than in the adaptive case, already for small values of e. This is so even for sizes of the
search space which are powers of 2 (which, as we have seen, are almost completely
settled for the adaptive case). While in the case e=1, well known Hamming codes
provide nonadaptive strategies of length corresponding to the volume bound, already
for e=2 the situation is far from being completely understood. As opposed to the fully
adaptive game, in which an optimal strategy is known (and in the case M=2m, m =2
has length corresponding to the volume bound [32]), shortest 2-error correcting codes
of size 2m are not known for many values of m (cf. [67]).
This lack of knowledge concerning fully nonadaptive games raises the question of
how the situation changes if some small amount of adaptability is allowed. The least
addition of adaptability is allowing two batches of questions. This assumption was
considered by Cicalese and Mundici in [21, 23], for e=2, and for search spaces whose
size is of the form 2m. (For e=1 one batch is enough to match the volume bound,
for such spaces.) They proved that the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy
in a two-batch game is the same as in the fully adaptive game (and hence, in view
of [32] it corresponds to the volume bound for all m =2). Moreover, for all m =2; 4
this optimal strategy is of particularly simple canonical type: the #rst batch consists of
m questions “Is the ith bit in the binary representation of the unknown number equal
0?”, and all the remaining questions are in the second batch. The authors also proved
that, for m=4, the shortest canonical two-batch strategy is by one longer than the
optimal one. These results were subsequently generalized by Cicalese et al. in [24].
The main result of this paper states that for any positive integer e and for suPciently
large m, the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy in a two-batch game with e
lies, played on a search space of size 2m, corresponds to the volume bound. Moreover,
this optimal strategy is the canonical one, described above. This result shows that,
while nonadaptive searching with lies is often less ePcient than the adaptive one, a
minimum level of adaptability is enough to overcome this diLerence, for M which is
a power of 2.
3.2. Restrictions on the types of questions
We now consider several variants of the fully adaptive R;enyi–Ulam game in which
the types of questions allowed are various restrictions of the general yes–no queries,
i.e., the format of the questions is “Does the unknown number belong to the subset
A of the search space?”, for a restricted class of subsets of the search space. Such
restrictions make it more diPcult for the Questioner to evenly split the volume of the
current state, which may increase the length of his=her strategy.
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3.2.1. Comparison questions
The #rst restriction studied in the literature was that of comparison questions in the
search space {0; : : : ; M−1}, i.e., questions of the type “Is the unknown number smaller
than a?”, where a∈{0; : : : ; M − 1}. This was the setting in the paper [107], by Rivest
et al., where the authors proved that the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy
in the game with at most e lies is logM + e log logM + O(e log e). Spencer [112]
studied the R;enyi–Ulam game with comparison questions and 1 lie. He proved that the
minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy is at most min{k: M6(5=8)2k =(k +1)},
for M¿3. This estimate exceeds the volume bound by at most 1, for any M . However,
for the value M=106 from the original question of Ulam, it leaves two possibilities for
the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy: 25 or 26. Aigner [3] and Innes [50]
proved independently that this minimum length is indeed 25. Auletta et al. [11] gave
a comparison search algorithm assuming at most 2 lies, with the number of questions
exceeding the volume bound by at most 2.
Negro et al. [83] considered comparison search in k batches of questions. This
problem was studied for the #rst time by Pelc [93] in the case where all answers to
questions are reliable. (Unlike for general yes–no questions, when adaptive and non-
adaptive search without lies has the same length logM, in the case when only com-
parison questions are allowed, restricting adaptability signi#cantly inSuences ePciency
of searching, even for reliable answers, cf. [93]). In [83] the authors constructed a
k-batch comparison search algorithm assuming at most e lies, which uses the mini-
mum number of questions, for arbitrary positive e and k.
Ambainis et al. [8] considered comparison searching with delays instead of lies.
Questions have to be asked in consecutive time units but the answer to each question
is given d time units after it was asked. In [8] the minimum length of the Questioner’s
strategy for this variation of the game was given, up to an additive constant. Cicalese
and Vaccaro [28] considered the following generalization of the setting from [8]: com-
parison searching has to be performed by asking questions in consecutive time units,
assuming that the answer to each question is given d time units after it was asked,
and up to c questions may not be answered at all. (However, all obtained answers are
reliable.) In [28] the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy was computed for
arbitrary positive d, and for c=1.
3.2.2. Interval and bi-interval questions
An interval (resp. bi-interval) question is a question of the form “Is x in the interval
[a; b]?” (resp. “Is x in the set [a; b]∪ [c; d]?”), where a¡b and c¡d. Hence this is
a type of question slightly more general than comparison questions but much more
restrictive than arbitrary yes–no questions. (An arbitrary yes–no question can be equiv-
alently formulated as “Is x in I1 ∪ · · · ∪ Ik?”, where I1; : : : ; Ik are intervals included in
the domain, and there is no restriction on the number k of intervals.)
The R;enyi–Ulam game with bi-interval questions and 2 lies was considered by
Mundici and Trombetta [81]. They proved that the minimum length of the Questioner’s
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strategy in this game corresponds to the volume bound, for any size M of the search
space which is a power of 2 and which is not equal to 4. They also showed that for
interval questions this result does not hold.
3.2.3. Pre=x questions
A pre#x question is a question of the form: “Is the sequence t a pre#x of the binary
representation of the unknown number?”, where t is an arbitrary binary sequence.
Pelc [92] considered searching with at most 1 lie using pre#x questions, for search
spaces whose size M is a power of 2. (For such spaces the game is equivalent to
searching for an unknown leaf in a complete binary tree, by asking questions of whether
the unknown leaf is in a given subtree.) In [92] the minimum length of the Questioner’s
strategy was established for this variation of the R;enyi–Ulam game. This length was
compared to the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy in the game with arbitrary
yes–no questions (and at most 1 lie). It was shown that while the diLerence between
these two lengths diverges to in#nity as M grows, their ratio converges to 1.
3.2.4. “Small” questions
Macula [66] considered the nonadaptive R;enyi–Ulam game with one lie, under the
restriction that all questions must be of the form “Does the unknown number belong
to the subset A of the search space?”, where A has at most k elements, for a #xed
integer k. Macula constructed a Questioner’s strategy for this game, and gave upper
bounds on the minimum number of questions.
A generalization of this problem to the case of at most e lies, for e¿1, was con-
sidered by Katona [52]. He determined the minimum number of questions suPcient to
complete the search in an M -element search space, when k∈O(M!), where !¡1.
3.2.5. Variable cost questions
Sereno [109] considered a variation of the adaptive R;enyi–Ulam game with arbitrary
yes–no questions and e lies, in which at most B questions can get answer “yes”. The
name variable cost questions comes from the assumption that the Questioner is charged
only for ‘yes” answers, and his=her budget is restricted. Sereno derived the following
lower bound on the length of the Questioner’s strategy for this variant of the game
(on a search space of size M):
min
{
q:
B∑
i=0
(
q
i
)
¿ M ·
e∑
i=0
(
q
i
)}
:
3.2.6. Nonrepetitive questions
Pelc [97] considered a variation of the R;enyi–Ulam game with e lies (both adaptive
and nonadaptive) in which questions cannot be repeated. This variant of the game
comes from the assumption that errors are not caused by intermittent failures of the
communication channel but are due to permanent faults of hardware units responsible
for the execution of a test. (Thus repetition of a question to which an erroneous answer
was given once, always results in an erroneous answer.) More precisely, the restriction
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imposed in [97] on possible questions is the following: for any pair of questions
“x∈A?” and “x∈B?”, B can be neither equal to A nor to the complement of A. Such
questions are called nonrepetitive.
As opposed to the situation when questions can be repeated, in the nonrepetitive
variation of the game search is not always feasible. In fact it was proved in [97] that
search with e lies and nonrepetitive questions is feasible for a search space of size M , if
and only if, e¡2M−3. (As far as feasibility is concerned, the adaptive and nonadaptive
versions of the game are equivalent.) As for the minimum length of the Questioner’s
strategy, it was investigated in [97] both for the adaptive and nonadaptive versions
of the game, in the case of one lie. It was shown that, for the adaptive game on any
search space of size M¿3, this length is the same as in the variant allowing repetitions
of questions. (For M63 nonrepetitive search is not feasible, by the above mentioned
characterization.) For the nonadaptive game with M=2m, the minimum length of the
Questioner’s strategy is the same as in the game with repetitions allowed, provided that
m¿3. (In this case it is the length of the respective Hamming 1-error-correcting code.)
If m=2, one more question is needed in the nonrepetitive variation, as compared to
the classic one: 6 questions instead of 5. Finally, for m=1, nonrepetitive search is not
feasible.
4. q-ary search with a !xed number of errors
q-ary search is a generalization of binary search in which the questions are of the
form: “To which of the sets A1; A2; : : : ; Aq the unknown number belongs?”, where
A1; A2; : : : ; Aq is a partition of the search space. Thus binary search is the same as
2-ary search. As in the binary case, both the adaptive and nonadaptive q-ary search
can be considered. q-ary nonadaptive search with at most e lies corresponds to e-error-
correcting codes over an alphabet consisting of q symbols.
q-ary search with lies, for q¿2, was #rst investigated by Pelc [94] under the for-
mulation of unreliable coin weighing. More precisely, the problem studied in [94] was
the following. There is one counterfeit coin among M coins, which is heavier than the
other coins. Find the counterfeit coin using the least possible number of weighings on
a beam balance, assuming that at most one weighing is unreliable. This formulation of
the problem is equivalent to 3-ary search with one lie, under the additional assumption
that in each test |A1|= |A2|. Indeed, the sets A1, A2 and A3 in a question correspond to
the sets of coins put on both scales and the set of coins left. The condition |A1|= |A2|
corresponds to the requirement that the number of coins put on each scale must be
the same (as we do not know the diLerence between the weight of a good and a
counterfeit coin). In [94] the above problem was solved exactly, for arbitrary M . Since
subsequent weighings can be decided on the basis of previous weighings’ results, the
problem corresponds to adaptive 3-ary search.
q-ary adaptive search with one lie in an M -element space, for arbitrary q and
M , was investigated #rst by Malinowski [68] and then by Aigner [4]. In both these
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papers the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy was established. Aigner [4]
also considered q-ary nonadaptive search with one lie and proved the following result.
Let f(M) and g(M) denote the minimum lengths of the Questioner’s strategy in the
q-ary adaptive (resp. nonadaptive) search with one lie, and assume that q is a prime
power. Then g(M)=f(M) if M6qq−1, and f(M)6g(M)6f(M) + 1 otherwise.
q-ary adaptive search with two lies was investigated by Cicalese [19] and Cicalese
and Vaccaro [26]. The main result of these papers was establishing the minimum length
of the Questioner’s strategy for arbitrary q¿2, and for M being a power of q. Gener-
alizing Berlekamp’s [17] notion, the kth volume of a state (x0; x1; : : : ; xe) corresponding
to q-ary search with e lies is the number
Vk(x0; x1; : : : ; xe) =
e∑
i=0
xi
e−i∑
j=0
(q− 1)j
(
k
j
)
:
The result from [19, 26] says that, with the only exception of q=m=2, the minimum
length of the Questioner’s strategy in the q-ary search with two lies, for size M= qm of
the search space, is the least k satisfying inequalities Vk(M; 0; 0)6qk and Vk−2(0; M; 0)
6qk−2. (Recall that the case q=m=2 was settled by Czyzowicz et al. [32].)
Cicalese and Vaccaro [26] also studied the minimum length of the Questioner’s strat-
egy in q-ary adaptive search with two lies, for an arbitrary size M of the search space.
They proved that, if logq M¡q then this length is logq M+4, and if logq M¿q−1
then this length is either k0 or k0 + 1, where k0 is the least k satisfying inequalities
Vk(M; 0; 0)6qk and Vk−2(0; M; 0)6qk−2. They also obtained partial results concerning
the case of an arbitrary number of lies, disproving a conjecture of Aigner [4].
The above results concerning q-ary search with two lies were further extended by
Cicalese and Mundici [23]. They studied the minimum length of the Questioner’s
strategy in such a search, using the minimum amount of adaptability exceeding the
nonadaptive setting, i.e., in the situation when questions have to be asked in two
batches. Extending their result on binary search (from the same paper) they proved that,
if M is a power of q and q is arbitrary, then the minimum length of the Questioner’s
strategy in a 2-batch search corresponds to the volume bound, for suPciently large
M . Moreover, for all M which are powers of q, this minimum length is equal in the
2-batch search and in the fully adaptive search.
q-ary adaptive search with an arbitrary number of lies was studied by Muthukrishnan
[82]. He developed a Questioner’s strategy whose length diLers from the minimum pos-
sible length by at most 1, for any q, e and suPciently large M . In fact Muthukrishnan
showed that this result holds not only for a #xed number of lies but also when the
number of lies is a slowly growing function of the length of the game.
5. Other restrictions on error types and patterns
In this section we consider variants of the R;enyi–Ulam game in which the limitation
of lies is diLerent from imposing a #xed upper bound on their number during the entire
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game. In fact, it may be more realistic to assume that the number of errors grows with
the length of the game. This is the case, e.g., for random errors, the #rst scenario
considered by R;enyi [105].
5.1. Bounded error fraction
We begin by discussing a type of limitation of lies to which a lot of attention
was devoted in the literature: imposing a bound on the fraction of erroneous answers.
Two main scenarios were considered in this context, depending on the precise way in
which the restriction is formulated. The fraction of errors can be globally bounded or
pre#x-bounded.
5.1.1. Globally bounded error fraction
We say that the fraction of errors is globally bounded by a constant p¡1, if the
total number of erroneous answers must be at most pn, where n is the total number of
questions. We #rst present the results concerning the R;enyi–Ulam game in this error
model and with arbitrary yes–no questions.
The study of searching with bounded error fraction was originated by Pelc [90] who
considered nonadaptive search with globally bounded error fraction, formulated as a
problem in coding theory. He proved that if p¡1=4 then there exists a Questioner’s
strategy of length O(logM), where M is the size of the search space, and that no
strategy can exist (search is impossible), if p¿1=4 for suPciently large M . (Due to a
typographic error in [90], the latter assumption was mistakenly stated as p¿1=4.) The
above result was later rediscovered by Spencer and Winkler [114] who also proved
that for p=1=4 the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy is $(M). In the
same paper Spencer and Winkler considered adaptive search with globally bounded
error fraction. They proved that if p¡1=3 then there exists a Questioner’s strategy of
length O(logM), and if p¿1=3 then search is impossible for M¿5.
Later, Dhagat et al. [38] considered the same problems but with more restric-
tive questions: bit questions (of the format “Is the ith bit of the binary represen-
tation of the unknown number equal 0?”), and comparison questions. They showed
that nonadaptive search with these types of questions is impossible for any positive
p, when M is suPciently large. As for adaptive search, they also showed that bit
questions make the Questioner’s task impossible for any positive p and suPciently
large M . On the other hand, comparison questions turn out to be suPciently powerful
to perform adaptive search using O(logM) questions, provided that p¡1=3. (Recall
that for p¿1=3 search is impossible even with arbitrary yes–no questions.) Recently
Pedrotti [87, 88] improved the multiplicative constant in the O(logM) bound for com-
parison questions. This constant was further improved, for small values of p, by
Albers and Damaschke [9]. They showed a simple strategy using c(p) logM com-
parison questions, where the constant coePcient c(p) (depending on p) converges
to 1 as p→ 0. The impossibility of search for p¿1=3 should be contrasted with
the following result of Borgstrom and Kosaraju [18]: for any p¡1=2 the Questioner
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can con#ne the unknown number to a set of size O(1), using O(logM) comparison
questions.
5.1.2. Pre=x-bounded error fraction
We say that the fraction of errors is pre=x-bounded by a constant p¡1, if for any
positive integer i, there are at most pi errors in the sequence of i initial answers. The
study of searching in this error model was originated by Pelc [90] in the nonadaptive
version with arbitrary yes–no questions, formulated as a problem in coding theory.
He proved the following result: if p¡1=4 then there exists a Questioner’s strategy of
length O(logM), if 1=46p¡1=2 then the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy
is polynomial in M , and if p¿1=2 then search is impossible for M¿2.
Adaptive searching with pre#x-bounded error fraction and comparison questions was
#rst studied by Pelc [96]. He proved that search is possible if and only if p¡1=2, and
proposed a Questioner’s strategy of length O(logM), whenever p¡1=3. For 1=36
p¡1=2 the Questioner’s strategy given in [96] has length O(nlog(1=(1−2p))). Pelc stated
the problem of whether there exists a Questioner’s strategy of length O(logM) for
1=36p¡1=2. This problem was further studied by Aslam and Dhagat [9]. They im-
proved the length of the Questioner’s strategy to O(nlog(1=(1−p))) for comparison ques-
tions, and showed a Questioner’s strategy of length O(logM) for arbitrary yes–no
questions. The latter result was obtained independently by Spencer and Winkler [114].
The length O(nlog(1=(1−p))) of the Questioner’s strategy, for arbitrary p¡1=2 and for
bit questions, was obtained by Dhagat et al. [38]. The #nal solution of the problem
for comparison questions is due to Borgstrom and Kosaraju [18] who showed a Ques-
tioner’s strategy of length O(logM) for arbitrary p¡1=2.
5.1.3. Segment-bounded errors
An error model related to the assumption of bounded error fraction was studied by
Czyzowicz, Lakshmanan and Pelc [30]. They investigated the adaptive game with arbi-
trary yes–no questions, and assumed that at most one lie is allowed in every sequence
of r consecutive answers, for a #xed r¿3. Under this scenario, a Questioner’s strategy
of asymptotically optimal length was proposed in [30]. More precisely, the ratio of the
length of the proposed strategy to the lower bound established in [30] converges to 1,
as the size of the search space grows.
5.2. Random errors
The earliest studied way of limiting lies in R;enyi–Ulam games is the scenario of
random errors originally proposed by R;enyi [105]. It is assumed that the Responder lies
with #xed probability p¡1=2, independently for every answer. R;enyi [105] studied the
problem of random search in which questions are of the form “x∈A?”, where subsets
A of the search space of size M are chosen randomly and independently with the same
probability 2−M . (Obviously, for random search, the adaptive and nonadaptive versions
of the search are equivalent.) R;enyi [105] stated the problem of what is the minimum
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number k(M) of random tests (questions) suPcient to perform correct search with
probability at least !, for a #xed parameter 0¡!¡1. He answered this question by
showing that
k(M) =
logM + o(logM)
1− I(p) ;
where I(p)=p log(1=p) + (1 − p) log(1=(1 − p)) is the entropy of the probability
distribution (p; 1 − p). Notice that the order of magnitude of k(M) does not depend
on !.
Deterministic adaptive search with random errors and comparison questions was #rst
investigated by Schalkwijk [108], for some particular values of error probability p. The
general case was studied by Pelc [96]. The assumption on errors is as in [105], and
the problem is to determine the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy which
guarantees correct search with probability at least !, for a #xed parameter 0¡!¡1.
Pelc [96] showed a Questioner’s strategy of length O(logM) for arbitrary p¡1=3,
and observed that a simple strategy of repeating each question of the binary search
O(logM) times (with an appropriate multiplicative constant), and taking the majority
answer in each case, gives a strategy of length O(log2 M), for arbitrary p¡1=2. He
asked if a strategy of logarithmic length exists for 1=36p¡1=2. However, his method
of obtaining a logarithmic strategy for p¡1=3 is derived from an analogous result
for the pre#x-bounded error model. Applying the same argument, and using the above
quoted result of Borgstrom and Kosaraju [18] for the pre#x-bounded error model, gives
a positive answer to this problem.
5.3. Arbitrary error patterns
A very general way of restricting lies of the Responder is the following. Fix a priori
the length of the entire game, i.e., the number n of questions to be asked. Moreover,
#x a set S of binary sequences of length n, called the set of lie patterns. The size M
of the search space, the length n of the game, and the set of lie patterns are known to
both players. The Responder chooses a lie pattern s∈S unknown to the Questioner,
along with the unknown element of the search space. Then the Responder gives an
erroneous answer to the ith question, for any i6n, if and only if s(i)= 1. (Notice that
while the lie pattern chosen by the Responder is unknown to the Questioner, it is #xed
throughout the game.) The problem is for which n and S the Questioner has a strategy
which permits him/her to carry out the search on a space of size M , regardless of the
Responder’s choices.
Searching with arbitrary error patterns was #rst investigated by Ravikumar and
Lakshmanan [103] in the diLerent context of continuous search, hence we postpone
the description of their result to Section 6.1. Pelc [89] gave characterizations of sets
of lie patterns which make possible search for M being a power of 2, and for Boolean
combinations of bit questions. Czyzowicz, Lakshmanan and Pelc [29] studied the prob-
lem of searching with a forbidden lie pattern. This is the following variation of the
above setting. A binary sequence % of length k is #xed a priori, and is known to
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both players. The Responder may choose any lie pattern which does not contain % as
a substring. More precisely, lies of the Responder may be arbitrary, as long as no k
consecutive answers follow the lie pattern %. (Notice that under this scenario the length
n of the entire game is not #xed a priori.) The authors of [29] characterized forbidden
lie patterns for which search is feasible. These are precisely strings (0), (1), (01),
and (10). (The #rst two forbidden lie patterns correspond to trivial situations of never
saying the truth or never lying.) For these four forbidden lie patterns, a Questioner’s
strategy of minimum length was proposed in [29].
A game related to searching with a speci#ed set of allowed lie patterns was con-
sidered by Yaglom and Yaglom [119]. Given cities A, B, and C, such that people in
A always say the truth, those in B always lie, and those in C alternate one lie and
one correct answer, determine the minimum number of yes–no questions to #nd out in
which city we are.
5.4. Half-errors
We #nally consider the following limitation of the Responder’s lies: the total number
of lies is at most e but all “yes”-answers are correct—lies are limited to “no”-answers.
This asymmetric assumption is justi#ed, e.g., by the application of R;enyi–Ulam games
in communication through a noisy channel. In optical communication (cf. [99]), a pho-
ton sent through the channel can remain undetected at the receiving end but detecting
a photon that has not been sent is impossible. This variation of the game is referred
to as searching with e half-lies.
Adaptive searching with e half-lies, using comparison questions, was #rst studied
by Rivest et al. [107]. The authors showed that their expression logM + e log logM +
O(e log e) for the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy, established for the
case of “full” lies, also holds for half-lies. Cicalese and Mundici [22] studied adaptive
searching with one half-lie and arbitrary yes–no questions, in the case when the size of
the search space is a power of 2. They gave upper and lower bounds on the minimum
length of the Questioner’s strategy, diLering only by one. More precisely, they proved
that this length is either q− 1 or q− 2, where q is the volume bound for the case of
one (“full”) lie. (Understandably, since the lying power of the Responder is decreased,
the Questioner may have a strategy shorter than the lower bound for the “full” lie
game.) Moreover, Cicalese and Mundici [22] showed a Questioner’s strategy which
has minimum length for in#nitely many sizes of the search space.
6. Searching in in!nite spaces
In the previous sections we considered R;enyi–Ulam games played on a #nite space
of size M . In this case the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy depends on M
and on parameters characterizing lies, e.g., the upper bound e on the total number of
lies. We now discuss two variants of the game played on in#nite spaces: continuous
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search in which the search space is the interval (0; 1), and unbounded search played
on the set N of positive integers.
6.1. Continuous search
Continuous search is conducted on the interval (0; 1), and permissible questions are
either arbitrary questions of the form “x∈A?”, where—in order to avoid technical
problems—subsets A of (0; 1) must be Lebesgue measurable, or comparison questions
of the form “x¡a?”, where 0¡a¡1. It is clear that the unknown number x cannot
be found in #nitely many questions in the worst case, so the aim of the search is
modi#ed by requiring only to #nd a subset U ⊂ (0; 1) of Lebesgue measure at most
(, where ( is a #xed positive real, such that x∈U . Lies are limited in one of the
ways discussed previously, and the problem is to determine the minimum length of the
Questioner’s strategy, depending on the accuracy ( and on the parameter limiting lies.
Optimal questioning strategies for continuous search are usually easier to design than
in the #nite case because there is no problem in equal splitting of the volume of the
current state (de#ned analogously as for the #nite search space).
Continuous search with at most e lies was #rst discussed by Rivest et al. [107].
They showed that the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy equals
min
{
q: (¿ 2−q ·
e∑
i=0
(
q
i
)}
;
both for arbitrary and for comparison questions.
Continuous search in the model with pre#x-bounded error fraction and comparison
questions was considered by Pelc [96]. He showed a Questioner’s strategy of length
O(log n), where (=1=n, for any #xed error fraction p¡1=2. From this result he derived
a similar strategy for the game with random errors. More precisely, for any p¡1=2,
q¡1, and (=1=n, he showed a Questioner’s strategy of length O(log n), performing
the task with probability at least q.
Sereno [109] considered continuous search with variable cost questions: questions of
arbitrary yes–no format with at most e lies, assuming that at most B questions can get
answer “yes”. For accuracy ( he showed that the minimum length of the Questioner’s
strategy is
min
{
q: (¿
∑e
i=0
( q
i
)
∑B
i=0
( q
i
)
}
:
Ravikumar and Lakshmanan [103] studied a variation of continuous search for arbitrary
sets of lie patterns. They considered a R;enyi–Ulam game on (0; 1) with exactly n
arbitrary yes–no questions, and a set S of lie patterns. The main result of [103] was
establishing the minimum worst-case size (Lebesgue measure) of a set U to which the
Questioner can con#ne the unknown number. This minimum size is 2−n · |S|.
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6.2. Unbounded search
Unbounded search is the task of #nding an unknown positive integer, using either
arbitrary yes–no questions, or comparison questions. Unbounded search with reliable
answers was investigated, e.g., by Bentley and Yao [17] and Beigel [15]. Clearly, only
adaptive search is feasible in this context, and the complexity of searching algorithms
is given as a function of the unknown number m.
Unbounded search with errors, in the model with pre#x-bounded error fraction p
and comparison questions, was #rst investigated by Pelc [96]. He proved that search
is possible if and only if p¡1=2, and proposed a Questioner’s strategy of length
O(logm), whenever p¡1=3. For 1=36p¡1=2 the Questioner’s strategy given in [96]
has length O(mlog(1=(1−2p))). Pelc stated the problem of whether there exists a Ques-
tioner’s strategy of length O(logm) for 1=36p¡1=2. This problem was further studied
by Aslam and Dhagat [9]. They improved the length of the Questioner’s strategy to
O((m log2 m)log(1=(1−p))) for comparison questions, and showed a Questioner’s strategy
of length O(logm) for arbitrary yes–no questions.
Pelc [96] also showed that his result in the model with pre#x-bounded error fraction
gives an analogous result in the random error model: a Questioner’s strategy of length
O(logm) with arbitrary reliability q¡1, whenever p¡1=3. Likewise, the above result
of Aslam and Dhagat [9] implies the existence of a Questioner’s strategy of length
O(logm) with arbitrary reliability q¡1, for any p¡1=2, if questions are arbitrary.
7. Other search problems with errors
Searching for an unknown number in a set is only one among many examples of
search problems. Other examples include searching for an element of a set equipped
with some structure, such as a linear order, or the structure of a graph. In this frame-
work, sorting is equivalent to searching for an unknown permutation, and selection is
searching for the index of the largest element of a sequence. Likewise, many graph
problems can be formulated in terms of searching for a node or a set of nodes with
speci#ed properties. In this section we consider such problems, assuming that an-
swers to questions (tests) used in the process of #nding the unknown objects may be
erroneous.
7.1. Sorting
Sorting can be viewed as an (adaptive) search game in which the Responder chooses
a sequence (x1; : : : ; xn) of distinct integers, and the Questioner has to sort it (i.e., #nd
a permutation ) of 1; : : : ; n, such that x)(i)¡x)(i+1), for all i¡n), using comparison
questions of the form “xi¡xj?”. Sorting with erroneous answers was #rst investigated
by Lakshmanan et al. [60]. They assumed that the Responder may lie at most e times
(where e can be a function of n), and considered both the “full-lie” and “half-lie”
versions of the game (cf. Section 5.4). They proved that for the “half-lie” version the
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minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy is O(n log n+e), by giving asymptotically
matching upper and lower bounds. For the “full-lie” version, they gave the lower bound
*(n log n+en) and the upper bound O(n log n+en+e2), which are asymptotically tight if
e is linear in n. The above upper bound was subsequently strengthened independently
by Bagchi [13] and by Long [64] to O(n log n + en), which is optimal to within a
constant factor.
A result on sorting in the pre#x-bounded error model was obtained by Aigner [5],
as a corollary to his results on #nding the maximum, which was the main subject
of [5]. For the error fraction bounded by p¡1=2 he showed a sorting strategy using
O((1=(1−p))O(n log n)) comparisons, and derived a lower bound *((1=(1−p))n). This
lower bound was proved before by Borgstrom and Kosaraju [18] in a stronger form:
they showed that it holds in the pre#x-bounded error model even for the easier task
of verifying if a list is sorted. They also observed that an algorithm solving this easier
problem using O((1=(1− p))n) questions can be constructed.
Sorting with random errors was studied by Feige et al. [41]. They assumed that
answers to comparison questions are erroneous with probability p¡1=2, independently
for all questions, and required sorting to be correct with probability at least 1 − q,
where 0¡q¡1=2. They proved that the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy
is $(n log(n=q)), both when the strategy is deterministic, and when randomization in
the Questioner’s decisions is allowed.
A related problem is that of sorting using comparator networks containing faulty
comparators. A comparator is a two-input, two-output device which receives a number
on each of its inputs, and outputs these numbers in a sorted order. A sorting comparator
network is built of comparators, receives as input any permutation of numbers 1; : : : ; n,
and outputs these numbers in a sorted order. Registers store elements to be sorted, and
comparators connect pairs of registers. All comparators in a network can be partitioned
into levels, with no more than one comparator per level connected to any register. The
number of levels is the depth of the network, while the total number of comparators in
the network is its size. The depth of a comparator network is proportional to the time
it uses to accomplish its task, as comparators at the same level can act simultaneously.
Hence it is important to construct comparator networks of smallest possible depth. For
obvious economy reasons it is also important to minimize the size of the network.
A simple network of depth O(log2 n) to sort n elements was given by Batcher [14],
and a network of asymptotically optimal depth O(log n) was given by Ajtai et al. [6].
Comparators can be subject to two kinds of faults: benign, which cause the output to
remain unchanged, as if the input did not pass through a comparator at all, and destruc-
tive, which may output the input permuted arbitrarily, or even output one of the input
values on both outputs. The study of sorting comparator networks with benign faults
was initiated by Yao and Yao [120], under two scenarios, one assuming random faults,
and the other imposing a #xed upper bound on their number. The latter scenario was
further investigated, e.g., by Piotr;ow [100] and Stachowiak [115]. Sorting comparator
networks with destructive faults were later studied, e.g., by Assaf and Upfal [10] and
by Leighton and Ma [63]. In each of these papers the goal was to minimize the size
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and=or depth of the network while guaranteeing correct sorting (with high probability,
if faults are random) under the given fault assumptions.
7.2. Selection
Similarly as sorting, the selection problem, i.e., #nding the maximum of a sequence
of numbers, can be viewed as an (adaptive) search game in which the Responder
chooses a sequence (x1; : : : ; xn) of distinct integers and the Questioner has to #nd the
index of the largest of them, using comparison questions of the form “xi¡xj?”.
The selection problem with erroneous answers was #rst studied by Ravikumar et al.
[102]. They considered the game with at most e erroneous answers, under the “full-lie”
and the “half-lie” scenarios. For the ‘full-lie” scenario they proved that the minimum
length of the Questioner’s strategy is (e+1)n−1, and showed such an optimal strategy.
For the “half-lie” scenario (when all lies are con#ned to “no” answers) they showed
a strategy using at most e + 1 questions, if n=2, and at most 2n+ 2e − 4 questions,
for n¿3 and e¿1. Moreover they showed that the length of this strategy exceeds the
lower bound by at most 2, for any n and e.
Aigner [5] considered the problem of simultaneously #nding the maximum and
the minimum of a sequence of numbers, assuming at most e erroneous answers. He
gave upper and lower bounds on the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy for
this task.
Aigner [5] also considered #nding the maximum in models with bounded error frac-
tion. His main result concerned the model with pre#x-bounded error fraction p: the
Questioner has a winning strategy if and only if p¡1=2, and in this case the minimum
length of the Questioner’s strategy is $((1=(1− p))n). Aigner [5] also considered the
model with globally bounded error fraction p, both in the adaptive and in the nonadap-
tive versions. For the adaptive version he showed that the Questioner has a winning
strategy if and only if p¡1=(n − 1), and in this case he=she can win using n − 1
questions. For the nonadaptive version Aigner [5] showed that the Questioner has a
winning strategy if and only if p¡1=( n2 ), and in this case he=she can win using (
n
2 )
questions. In both cases the length of the Questioner’s strategy cannot be improved,
even in the error-free setting.
Selection with random errors was studied by Feige et al. [41]. They assumed that
answers to comparison questions are erroneous with probability p¡1=2, independently
for all questions, and required selection to be correct with probability at least 1 − q,
where 0¡q¡1=2. They proved that the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy is
$(n log(1=q)), both when the strategy is deterministic, and when randomization in the
Questioner’s decisions is allowed. They also generalized this result for the problem of
selecting the kth largest element, and proved tight bounds $(n log(n=q)) for the task
of merging.
The problem of #nding the minimum using faulty comparator networks
was considered by Denejko et al. [34]. They assumed that the number of faulty
comparators is bounded from above by a constant, and considered benign faults
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(cf. Section 7.1). In [34] upper and lower bounds on the minimum depth of such
networks were proved.
A problem related to selecting the largest element with errors was investigated by
Adler et al. [1]. The authors considered tournaments whose aim is selecting the best
player with probability at least q, assuming that the best player wins a game with any
other player with probability larger than 1=2 (possibly diLerent for diLerent players).
Outcomes of games between other players are decided according to various rules,
giving rise to numerous models. The most general is the adversary model in which
the adversary controls outcomes of all games that do not involve the best player. The
goal of [1] was minimizing the number of rounds in the tournament, where in each
round each player participates in at most one game. The authors gave upper and lower
bounds on the minimum number of rounds necessary to select the best player with
probability at least q, under each of the investigated models.
7.3. Searching in graphs
The problem of searching in graphs with uncertainty is formulated as follows.
A token (object or piece of information sought) is located in an unknown node of
an undirected graph. An agent starts at some node of the graph and has to #nd the
token travelling along edges of the graph, using as few edge traversals as possible.
In every node which does not hold the token, the agent gets an advice which is the
edge on the shortest path to the token, incident to this node. This advice, however, is
unreliable.
This problem was introduced by Kranakis and Krizanc [57]. In this paper they
assumed that the graph is either a ring or a torus, and that advice is correct with
probability p in every node, independently for diLerent nodes. The authors proposed
near optimal algorithms of searching for the token under this scenario. In [51, 55] the
same problem was investigated for complete graphs. In these papers optimal search-
ing strategies, both deterministic and randomized, were investigated, depending on the
amount of local memory available at nodes. In [46], Hanusse et al. studied the problem
of searching in graphs under the assumption that the number of liars, i.e., nodes that
give a wrong advice, is bounded by a constant. For this scenario they proved upper
and lower bounds on the optimal number of agent’s steps for complete graphs, rings,
tori, hypercubes, and trees.
7.4. Group testing
Group testing is the problem of #nding several unknown objects in a search space,
using subsets of the search space as tests. Depending on the type of feedback obtained,
there are several possible models. One of the most popular models assumes that re-
sponse to a test T is 1 if at least one of the unknown objects is in T , and 0 otherwise
(cf. the book by Du and Hwang [40] for a comprehensive survey of group testing).
The aim of group testing is to identify all unknown objects.
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Du and Hwang [40] considered group testing with d unknown objects, assuming
the pre#x-bounded error model with constant p, i.e., under the hypothesis that for
any positive integer i, there are at most pi errors in responses to the sequence of i
initial tests. They proved that if I(pd)¡ log((d+1)=d), where I(x)= x log(1=x)+(1−
x) log(1=(1 − x)) is the entropy of the probability distribution (x; 1 − x), then there
exists an algorithm to #nd all unknown objects in an M -element search space, using
O(logM) (adaptive) tests.
De Bonis et al. [33] studied the problem of con#ning an unknown point in the
unit square to a set of smallest possible (two-dimensional Lebesgue) measure, in the
presence of unreliable tests. They viewed the problem as a variant of search for two
unknown objects (coordinates of the point) in the unit interval. Possible tests are arbi-
trary measurable subsets of the unit interval, and two types of feedback giving rise to
two models are considered. One is as described above, and the other is parity feed-
back, giving answer 1 to a test T if exactly one of the unknown objects x and y is
in T , and answer 0 otherwise. De Bonis et al. [33] assumed that a total of q tests are
available, and that at most e among them can give an erroneous answer. They showed
that the smallest measure of a subset to which the unknown point can be con#ned
under these assumptions is 2−(q+1) · ∑ei=0( qi ), and showed that this can be achieved
by a nonadaptive strategy.
7.5. Error detection
Pelc [95] studied the following variations of the R;enyi–Ulam game with e lies, on
a search space of size M , with arbitrary yes–no questions. The rules of the game are
as described in Section 3.1, except for the de#nition of the Questioner’s win. In [95]
two diLerent de#nitions of win are considered, giving rise to two games called D(M; e)
and D#(M; e). In the game D(M; e) the Questioner wins if he/she can either #nd the
unknown number or prove that the Responder lied. In the game D#(M; e) the Questioner
wins if he=she can either #nd the unknown number or determine the exact number of
the Responder’s lies, possibly without being able to tell where the lies occurred. It is
easy to see that a Questioner’s winning strategy in the nonadaptive variant of the game
D(M; e) is equivalent to constructing an e-error-detecting code of size M , i.e., a code
of minimum Hamming distance e + 1. Likewise, a Questioner’s winning strategy in
the nonadaptive variant of the game D#(M; e) is equivalent to constructing a code of
size M and minimum Hamming distance 2e. Similarly as for error-correcting codes,
the minimum length of a code with the above properties is unknown for most pairs of
parameters M and e. Hence the same is true for the minimum length of the Questioner’s
winning strategy in nonadaptive variants of games D(M; e) and D#(M; e). Pelc [95]
investigated this minimum length in adaptive variants of these games. He showed that
this length is logM + e for the game D(M; e), and it is between logM + e and
logM+3e for the game D#(M; e). He also showed that the game D#(M; 2) is strictly
more diPcult for the Questioner than the game D(M; 2): the Questioner’s win requires
logM+ 3 questions in D#(M; 2).
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7.6. Fault diagnosis
Fault diagnosis is one of the important problems in the design of fault-tolerant
multiprocessor systems. Its aim is to precisely locate all faulty processors in the system,
i.e., to answer the question which processors are faulty and which are fault free. The
classic approach to fault diagnosis was originated by Preparata et al. [101]. The system
is modeled as an undirected graph whose nodes are processors, and edges are links
along which tests can be performed. Processors perform tests on their neighbors in
the system, and diagnosis is based on the collection of test results. It is assumed that
fault-free processors always give correct test results, while tests conducted by faulty
processors are totally unpredictable: a faulty tester can output any test result, regardless
of the status of the tested processor. More precisely, the outcome of a test performed by
a processor u on its neighbor v is: “faulty” if u is fault-free and v is faulty, “fault-free”
if both u and v are fault-free, and arbitrary otherwise. Faults are assumed permanent,
i.e., the fault-status of a processor does not change during testing and diagnosis. Hence,
under this model, fault diagnosis can be viewed as searching for faulty processors with
unreliable tests. Indeed, an equivalent way of stating the problem is to #nd liars in
a group containing honest people and liars, by asking some people about honesty
of others.
In [101] a worst-case scenario was adopted: it was assumed that at most t processors
are faulty and that they are placed in locations most detrimental for diagnosis. Later
(see, e.g., surveys [69, 62]) many variations of the above model were considered by
various authors. Indeed, several hundreds of papers were written on this subject in the
last thirty years. Other fault scenarios were proposed, including the assumption that
a fault-free tester detects a fault in a faulty neighbor only with some bounded prob-
ability (i.e., even tests conducted by a fault-free tester need not be reliable). Instead
of imposing an upper bound on the number of faulty processors, some authors con-
sidered random faults (cf. [62]). Both adaptive and nonadaptive ways of testing were
investigated, comparing ePciency of diagnosis in both cases. Finally, two measures
of ePciency were proposed. One is the total number of tests used for diagnosis, and
the other is the time of testing, i.e., the number of testing rounds, assuming that in
the same round only tests involving disjoint pairs of processors can be conducted. In
most of the papers in this domain, testing and diagnosis procedures were constructed,
working under one of the numerous scenarios, and ePcient with respect to one or both
of the above criteria.
8. Related issues
In this section, we brieSy mention some issues related to searching games with
errors. The common feature of these topics is their fault-tolerant Savor: a task has to be
completed ePciently, in spite of erroneous information obtained during the execution of
the algorithm. The number and variety of fault-tolerant problems in computer science
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is much too large to even list them here. Hence we chose only a sample of them,
coming from diverse domains.
8.1. Computing Boolean functions with errors
This problem can be also formulated as a two-person game. Let f be a Boolean
function of n variables x1; : : : ; xn, known to both players. The Responder knows values
of x1; : : : ; xn, and the Questioner has to #nd f(x1; : : : ; xn) by asking questions of the
form “xi =0?”. Some of the Responder’s answers may be erroneous, and the Questioner
wants to minimize the (worst-case) number of questions.
Computing Boolean functions with errors was #rst investigated by Kenyon and
Yao [54], assuming that the total number of lies is at most e. They proved an up-
per bound on the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy for arbitrary Boolean
functions, and a lower bound for monotone functions.
Computing Boolean functions with random errors was later investigated, e.g., by
Feige et al. [41], Reischuk and Schmeltz [104] and Kenyon and King [57], They
assumed that answers to questions “xi =0?” are erroneous with probability p¡1=2,
independently for all questions, and required computation to be correct with probability
at least 1 − q, where 0¡q¡1=2. In these papers upper and lower bounds on the
minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy were proved for various classes of Boolean
functions.
The relations between R;enyi–Ulam games and Boolean functions with errors
(particularly the Maxsat problem) were also explored by Mundici [78].
8.2. Stochastic approximation
The theory of stochastic approximation also deals with computation procedures in
which test results are prone to errors. However, in this context errors are de#ned
diLerently: they are meant as measurement inaccuracies. The problem is to #nd zeros
and extreme values of real-valued functions of one variable. Function values are to
be determined by measurements which are subject to random errors. The goal is to
construct a process which under some assumptions stochastically converges to the zero
value which has to be found. The issue of ePciency is addressed by studying the rate
of convergence. An exposition of stochastic approximation problems and the relevant
literature can be found in the book by Ahlswede and Wegener [2].
8.3. Fault-tolerant communication
Algorithmic problems concerning communication in networks some of whose com-
ponents are faulty, have been extensively investigated. Networks are often represented
as graphs, and various fault models are considered. The two most commonly stud-
ied types of faults are crash and Byzantine faults. If the fault is a crash, the faulty
node does not send or receive messages or the faulty link does not transmit messages:
faulty components do not alter transmitted messages. Such faults are relatively benign.
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Byzantine faults, on the other hand, are a worst-case fault scenario: faulty components
can behave arbitrarily (even maliciously), by either stopping, rerouting, or altering
transmitted messages in a way most detrimental to the communication process. Byzan-
tine faults correspond to lies in searching games, as they provide unreliable information
to communication algorithms.
Similarly as for searching games with errors, some limitations on the number of
possibly faulty components must be imposed, otherwise no communication is possible.
Two commonly used fault models are the bounded model and the probabilistic model.
In the bounded model, an upper bound k is imposed on the number of faulty compo-
nents, and their worst-case location is assumed. In the probabilistic model, faults are
assumed to occur randomly and independently of each other, with speci#ed probability.
Many communication tasks were investigated in the presence of faults. Some exam-
ples are:
• broadcasting: one fault-free node has a piece of information which has to reach all
other fault-free nodes;
• information exchange (or gossiping): each fault-free node has a message, and all
fault-free nodes have to learn all messages;
• consensus: every node has an initial value, and all fault-free nodes must agree on
the same value in a valid way (if all nodes have the same initial value, they must
agree on this value).
Two most important and widely studied ePciency measures of communication algo-
rithms are the running time and the number of message transmissions used in the com-
munication process. A lot of research has been devoted to construction and analysis
of algorithms for various communication tasks, optimizing one or both of these mea-
sures, under diLerent fault scenarios. The literature on fault-tolerant broadcasting and
gossiping was surveyed, e.g., by Pelc [98], and comprehensive discussions of results
on consensus, as well as many other problems in fault-tolerant distributed computing,
can be found, e.g., in books by Tel [116] and Lynch [65].
8.4. Renyi–Ulam games, logic and algebra
R;enyi–Ulam games turn out to have a natural correspondence to many-valued logic.
These relations were extensively studied by Mundici [71–77, 79] and Mundici and
Panti [80]. The approach to R;enyi–Ulam games adopted in these papers signi#cantly
diLers from that discussed previously. While most papers in this domain are concerned
with ePciency of searching under various error scenarios, Mundici views R;enyi–Ulam
games as a tool for interpreting some problems in logic. Thus the analysis of the rules
of the game becomes more important for this purpose than #nding a good way of
playing it.
The game with e lies corresponds to (e+2)-valued logic. We sketch this correspon-
dence for e=1. The state of the Questioner’s knowledge after k questions and answers
can be represented as a triple (A0; A1; A2) of subsets of the search space, where Ai is
the set of elements which falsify exactly i previous answers (the triple of sizes of these
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sets is the state of the game at this point). An equivalent representation of this state
of knowledge is a function  : {0; : : : ; M − 1}→{0; 1=2; 1}, where
•  (x)= 1 if x∈A0 (x satis#es all previous answers),
•  (x)= 1=2 if x∈A1 (x satis#es all but one previous answers),
•  (x)= 0 if x∈A2 (x falsi#es at least 2 previous answers).
This can be interpreted by saying that numbers in A0 are possible solutions with logical
value 1, those in A1 with logical value 1=2, and those in A2 with logical value 0. (This
should be compared to the interpretation of the error-free game in classic two-valued
logic: those numbers which satisfy all previous answers are possible solutions, and
others are not.) Given this interpretation, all connectives of Lukasiewicz three-valued
propositional logic can be de#ned using states of the Questioner’s knowledge. For de-
tails we refer the reader to the above cited papers and references therein. Mundici [79]
also discussed MV3 algebras and cubic algebras in relation to R;enyi–Ulam games with
1 lie, considering states of the Questioner’s knowledge as elements of such algebras.
(MV3 algebras are algebraic interpretations of Lukasiewicz three-valued logic, similarly
as Boolean algebras are interpretations of two-valued logic). The problem of rational
betting in R;enyi–Ulam games, and its connection with Lukasiewicz logic was also
addressed by Gerla [42].
A diLerent connection of R;enyi–Ulam games with logic, more precisely with re-
cursion theory, was investigated by Kummer and Stephan [58]. They considered the
following two notions related to computational complexity of functions. The query
complexity of a function f :N→N , recursive in the oracle X ⊆N , where N is the
set of natural numbers, is the minimum number of queries to X suPcient to compute
this function. The enumeration complexity of f :N→N is the minimum number k
of values such that there exists an algorithm which, for any natural x, outputs a set
of size at most k containing f(x). Query complexity of a function is known to be
uniquely determined by its enumeration complexity. Kummer and Stephan [58] con-
sider the fault-tolerant version of query complexity, based on e-robust algorithms. Such
algorithms are required to output the correct value even if answers to up to e queries
are incorrect. The authors characterized e-robust query complexity in terms of enu-
meration complexity and of the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy for the
R;enyi–Ulam game with e lies. They showed that e-robust query complexity is equal
to this minimum length for the R;enyi–Ulam game on a search space of size equal to
enumeration complexity.
9. Open problems
Proposing open problems in a domain so vast and so extensively studied as searching
games with errors is a formidable task. The choice of such problems must be inevitably
biased by the interests of the proposer, and can hardly reSect any objective criteria of
importance, if such criteria exist at all. Also, such a list of problems can hardly pretend
to completeness, mainly due to limits of knowledge and imagination of the proposer,
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and also due to lack of space. Therefore we present the following sample of open
problems simply as a collection of questions which this author #nds interesting. In
order to limit the scope, we decided to eliminate from the list problems concerning
well established domains neighboring searching games with errors, such as, e.g., the
theory of error-correcting codes, fault diagnosis, or fault-tolerant communication. The
order of problems follows the order of presentation of the corresponding topics in this
survey.
Let us #rst consider binary search with a #xed number of errors and arbitrary ques-
tions. The growing complexity of the formulations of the results of Pelc [91], Guzicki
[44] and Deppe [35] concerning the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy for
an arbitrary size of the search space, and for one, two, and three lies, respectively, does
not seem to give hope for a closed formula describing this length in the general case.
Spencer’s [113] result gives the precise value of this length only for some pairs of the
size M of the search space and the number e of lies. Hence one way of formulating
a problem whose solution would, in some sense, close the R;enyi–Ulam problem for
arbitrary parameters would be:
• Construct an ePcient algorithm which, given parameters M and e, returns the min-
imum length of the Questioner’s strategy for the R;enyi–Ulam game with e lies, on
a search space of size M .
A “companion problem” to the above is:
• Construct an ePcient algorithm which, given parameters M and e, simulates the
optimal Questioner in the R;enyi–Ulam game with e lies, on a search space of size M .
Our next set of problems concerns adaptabiity. While Hamming perfect codes show
that the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy is the same in the adaptive and
nonadaptive games, for M being a power of 2 and e=1 lie, this fact does not hold for
other values of M and e. Cicalese and Mundici [23] showed that for M being a power
of 2 and e=2 lies, the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy is the same in
the 2-batch game and in the fully adaptive game. This naturally leads to the following
problem:
• Given arbitrary parameters M and e, what is the minimum number k of batches,
such that the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy is the same in the k-batch
game and in the fully adaptive game?
This seems a diPcult question, since the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy
in the fully adaptive game is not known for arbitrary M and e. However, the question
seems interesting already for small values of e, where the optimal Questioner’s strategy
in the adaptive game is known. In particular, the following problem is open:
• Is the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy the same in the fully adaptive
and in the 2-batch game with at most 1 lie, for all values of M?
More generally, it seems interesting to explore the role of adaptability in other settings
as well:
• Given any R;enyi–Ulam game, with lies limited in some way (bounded error frac-
tion, random errors, etc.), and some format of questions (arbitrary yes–no questions,
comparison questions, q-ary search, etc.), what is the minimum number k of batches,
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such that the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy is the same in the k-batch
game and in the fully adaptive game?
The next problem is fairly speci#c, and concerns unbounded search in the pre#x-
bounded error model. Pelc [96] asked if there exists a Questioner’s strategy of length
O(log m), for an arbitrary bound p¡1=2 on the error fraction. Aslam and Dhagat [9]
showed such a strategy for arbitrary yes–no questions. For comparison questions they
showed a strategy of length O((m log2 m)log(1=(1−p))), and this seems to be the best
result to date. Hence the following problem remains open:
• Fix an arbitrary p¡1=2. Is it possible to #nd an unknown natural number m using
O(log m) comparison questions, if for any positive integer i, there are at most pi
errors in the sequence of i initial answers?
The format of comparison questions is the most extensively studied, and chronologically
the #rst restriction of questions in R;enyi–Ulam games. In the case of 1 lie, the result
of Spencer [112] implies that the minimum lengths of the Questioner’s strategies for
the games with comparison questions and with arbitrary yes–no questions diLer by at
most 1, for any size of the search space. However, the following problem remains
open:
• Consider the adaptive R;enyi–Ulam game with one lie. Is the minimum length of the
Questioner’s strategy in the variant of the game with comparison questions the same
as in the variant with arbitrary yes–no questions?
An interesting related question can be asked on the basis of the result of Mundici
and Trombetta [81]. They studied the impact of the complexity of the question format
on the ePciency of searching in R;enyi–Ulam games. More precisely, they compared
the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy in the adaptive R;enyi–Ulam game
with bi-interval questions to that with arbitrary yes–no questions. They proved that this
minimum length is the same for both variations, in the special case of the search space
whose size is a power of 2, and of two lies. This gives rise to the following more
general problem:
• Consider an adaptive R;enyi–Ulam game with e lies, on a search space of arbitrary
size. Are the minimum lengths of the Questioner’s strategies in the variation with
bi-interval questions and with arbitrary yes–no questions the same?
Recall that Mundici and Trombetta [81] showed that if bi-interval questions are replaced
by interval questions, then the answer is no, even for search spaces of size which is a
power of 2, and for two lies.
We conclude this section by a fairly general problem inspired by the papers [66] by
Macula and [109] by Sereno. The former considered R;enyi–Ulam games with ques-
tions “x∈A?”, where A is a “small” subset of the search space, and the latter—
a particular example of questions with variable cost under restricted budget. These
two aspects can be related in some applications. Indeed, it may happen that the
cost of a test depends on its size. For example, in the search for a faulty com-
ponent of a complex mechanism, a test involving a large subset of components is
likely to be costly, as all of them may, e.g., have to be connected to an electric
circuit. Hence we may have a cost function c : {1; : : : ; M}→R+ describing the charge
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c(|A|) for a test “x∈A?”. Under this assumption the following question seems
natural:
• Given any R;enyi–Ulam game with arbitrary yes–no questions, and with errors limited
in some way (#xed number of errors, bounded error fraction, random errors, etc.),
and given a cost function as above, what is the minimum cost of the Questioner’s
strategy?
The classic question about the minimum length of the Questioner’s strategy is a special
case of the above, for the constant cost function 1.
10. Previous surveys and this one
We conclude this paper by comparing it to previous surveys of the domain of R;enyi–
Ulam games. Chronologically the #rst was the 1993 book by Du and Hwang [40], and
more precisely Chapters 8 and 10.3 of it. Next was the 1995 survey article by Hill [47],
and quite recently the 2001 book chapter [25] by Cicalese, Mundici and Vaccaro, and
the 2001 survey article by Deppe [36]. Cicalese’s Ph.D. Thesis [20] also contains a
technical survey of R;enyi–Ulam games and their connections with broadcasting and
computational learning.
The reason of writing yet another survey of searching games with errors is the
belief that the scope and goals of the present work are diLerent from the above cited
surveys, and therefore this paper may satisfy diLerent, and hopefully complementary
needs. In the above-mentioned surveys the authors decided to select a few topics in
this vast domain, giving in-depth presentation of the results, techniques, proofs, and
examples concerning the chosen problems. The goal of the present work is diLerent.
This survey is mainly meant as a guide. Hence we tried to cover the results concerning
searching games with errors as broadly as possible, discussing many variations of the
underlying models, and showing rami#cations of R;enyi–Ulam games going beyond the
classic search problem, and dealing with other error-prone search tasks, such as sorting,
selection, graph search, or diagnosis. This choice of showing a “large perspective”
implied—due to space limitations—the tough decision to omit all proofs. We hope that
the reader, knowing what was done and where, will refer to the cited original papers
to learn the techniques and the methodology.
Our other aim was giving a historic perspective. Being involved in the domain of
searching games with errors (as a contributor, observer and referee) for the last #fteen
years, the present author witnessed many times independent discoveries or rediscoveries
of results, incorrect citations of some previous work, and sometimes even some impor-
tant papers falling into oblivion. The most notable case is that of R;enyi’s paper [105]
which—to the best of our knowledge—is the #rst paper mentioning a searching game
with errors as a game (as opposed, e.g., to earlier studied error-correcting codes which
are only implicitly equivalent to a variation of such games), precedes other papers in
the domain by many years, and yet is not cited in the literature of the domain. One of
our concerns was to show chronological development of various topics in the domain
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of searching games with errors, describing not only the last, strongest result but often
the incremental developments leading to the #nal solution of a problem. We hope that
this survey gives proper credit in such cases and contributes to eliminate some of the
chronological inaccuracies, without creating too many new ones. As far as errors in this
paper are concerned, we hope that the surveyed work describing ways of learning the
truth in spite of errors can be applied also to this article in a self-referential manner.
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